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Results

Data-driven fitness solution 
that now is widely used in the 
U.S. schools, sports clubs, 
rehabilitation centers, and for 
personal trainings

Challenge

Heart Zones, Inc required a cloud-based portal that could aggregate vast 
amounts of collected data and transform it into insights using the company’s 
methodology to assess performance. The portal had to be developed from 
scratch and would substitute the existing local app. A portal should have a 
complex aggregated reporting system that could provide client’s customers 
with a wider variety of reports. With this idea, they approached Euristiq.

Tools and Technologies

Java | Hibernate | Spring Framework | Angular | DDD | CQRS | AWS | AWS 
Fargate | AWS RDS | AWS CodePipeline / CodeBuild / CodeDeploy | AWS 
Cloudfront | AWS CloudFormation | AWS DynamoDB | AWS Lambda | 
Google Chrome Web Bluetooth API

Scope of work

1. End-to-end app development; 2. Discovery service; 3. Cloud; 4. IoT Solutions; 
5. A decision on the technical stack; 6. Architecture engineering; 7. (UI/UX) 
design; 8. Front-end/back-end development; 9. QA; 10. SaaS deployment; 

11. Technical consulting; 12. Requirements elaboration

Project discovery phase


Solutions

Discovery phase allowed us to map out the 
development process and get on the same page 
with the client. UI/UX wireframes and a SRS 
document described the web app’s architecture, 
split the development into stages, and ensured 
that each stage would be effective and fast.

Cloud IoT platform that collects and 
analyzes training activity data

An IoT cloud portal that analyzes training activity 
data based on heart rate, steps, power, cadence, 
and speed. To simplify data analysis and its 
transformation into reports we used a pre-
aggregation of data – the data is analyzed before 
the actual request for a report comes.

A complex reporting system that 
provides insights into fitness 
performance

A portal with a complex aggregated reporting 
system that provides a wider variety of reports.


The system generates 53 kinds of reports 
depending on the combination of a training type 
(e.g. PE, rowing, cycling) and data collected (e.g. 
heart rate, steps data, speed).
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